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March 10th, 2019 Lent 1 

Scripture: 

Psalm 91 

Luke 4: 1-13 

 

“Temptation.” 

 

There are certain events that are huge milestones in the life of Christ ---- and 

this --- His temptation in the wilderness --- His first of a couple of head to 

heads with Satan ---- is certainly of these great milestones. 

 

At age 12 there is Jesus in the Temple where He confirms that God is His 

Father in a unique and special way --- a milestone. 

 

At His Baptism God’s approval comes in a special and heightened way --- 

dove descending ---- a milestone. 

 

And then there are the 7 signs we spent the last 2 months considering ---- 

hopefully also allowing them to shape our understanding and appreciation of 

Christ --- if not also our identity as His followers --- milestones each of them 

in their own way. 

 

And now today ---- in His temptation Jesus shows us once and for all --- that 

He is not about power and authority in any kind of worldly sense --- and 

instead chooses --- obedience --- submission ----- suffering ---- and as we 

soon will ---  the cross --- where all of these beautiful and faithful 

characteristics converge. 

 

But before we carry on ----the opening few lines to Luke’s Gospel today are 

crucial ----- the Gospel today begins ---- 

 

“Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, left the Jordan and was led by the Spirit into 

the wilderness, where for forty days he was tempted by the devil.” 

 

Jesus was full of the Holy Spirit and it was the Holy Spirit that led Him to 

where Satan was. 

 

Think about that for a minute ----- let that sink in ----- Jesus was full of the 

Holy Spirit and it was the Holy Spirit that led Him to where Satan was. 
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The opening of the Gospel today reads ---  

“Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, left the Jordan and was led by the Spirit into 

the wilderness, where for forty days he was tempted by the devil.” 

 

Even while the devil is tempting Jesus --- make no mistake about it God is in 

control --- and it is God who not only allows --- but causes Jesus to be 

tempted. 

 

Just as Adam was tempted to eat --- so Jesus is tempted to eat. 

 

And just as when Adam ate it was forbidden so it would be forbidden for 

Jesus to break His fast and eat here in Luke’s Gospel. 

 

Jesus renders to God the obedience that Adam cannot. 

 

Abstinence ----- refraining from indulging in something. 

 

Abstinence ---- is clearly a huge factor in Jesus’ time with Satan. 

 

The devil tries and tries --- and tries again ----- to get Jesus to do that which 

will not benefit Him or anyone else --- and as we all know Jesus stays the 

course and prevails. 

 

Jesus renders to God the obedience that Adam couldn’t  

 

And Jesus --- in His wilderness experience renders to God the obedience that 

the Israelites also couldn’t in their wilderness experience. 

 

Consider this ------ Moses fasted for 40 days at the giving of the law. 

 

Elijah fasted 40 days at the restoring of the law. 

 

And now Jesus fasts for 40 days at His coming to preach and live out the 

Gospel. 

 

Clearly abstinence ---- refraining from doing that we want to do ---- and 

instead doing that which God wants us to do is important at certain junctures 

in the life of the people of God --- Moses --- Elijah ----- Jesus and of course 

others as well. 
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Clearly abstinence changes our way of doing things --- and clearly 

abstinence is necessary before any serious spiritual shift or growth can ever 

happen. 

 

I heard a preacher this week share what I consider a profound observation ---

- he said ----- “the greatest faith robber is feelings”. 

 

“The greatest faith robber is feelings.” 

 

It’s true ----- feelings can get in the way of our being faithful like almost 

nothing else.  

 

Jesus felt hungry --- after 40 days of not eating --- He was hungry. 

 

Verse 2 from Luke’s Gospel reading today ends with these words ---- “…at 

the end of them he was hungry.” 

 

At the end of the 40 days Jesus was hungry. 

 

Satan’s first move is to talk of food --- and try to tempt Jesus through his 

tummy --- talk about sneaky and deceptive.  

 

In many ways satan is lazy --- like water working its way through stones --- 

satan will always take the easiest laziest path ----- Jesus is hungry --- so 

satan starts there --- lazy and sneaky and manipulative. 

 

Unlike Adam Jesus chooses obedience over feelings --- unlike Adam Jesus 

chooses faithfulness to God over getting what He wants or would prefer at 

this particular time.  

 

For Moses --- for Elijah --- for Jesus ----- abstinence ---- refraining what 

getting what they wanted ----- marked the beginning of a serious spiritual 

shift --- the beginning of a serious spiritual journey. 

 

For Moses ----- for Elijah ----- for Jesus ------ feelings ---- their own wants 

and needs and desires and likes and dislikes ---- had to take second seat to 

obedience to God in order for them to grow into what God had in store for 

them. 

 

And very often ----- it is exactly the same for us. 
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Adam had everything ----- Adam could roam freely --- eat freely do 

anything his heart desired --- except for one thing --- for eat from 1 tree ----- 

and what does he do --- goes right to the thing he was told not to do ---- went 

right for the one thing that wasn’t his to go for. 

 

He wanted more. 

 

The devil will always try to tempt us into wanting more --- more power --- 

more control --- more knowledge --- more say in things --- more more more. 

 

The devil is insatiable ---- he always wants more --- and he tries to make us 

the same. 

 

Adam fell for it. 

 

Jesus didn’t. 

 

Jesus refuses to use His power to eat by turning the stones into bread in 

Luke’s Gospel today --- and in doing so reverses the deed of Adam --- who 

used his power to extend his hand and eat of the forbidden fruit. 

 

In the Genesis story the serpent --- the devil --- won the struggle --- in the 

Jesus story Christ wins the struggle. 

 

As a consequence of the Genesis part ---sin --- the present world is ordered 

in satanic fashion. 

 

Until Christ came --- and until Christ comes again ---- this world is ordered 

in satanic fashion. 

 

As on theologian so poignantly put it ---- “When Luke and the other 

evangelists claim that the devil has the power to grant all the kingdoms of 

the earth --- they are simply acknowledging what we can see simply by 

reading the newspapers.” 

 

That’s a profound observation on the nature of evil as revealed in scripture – 

as revealed in our scripture for today----- 
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“When Luke and the other evangelists claim that the devil has the power to 

grant all the kingdoms of the earth --- they are simply acknowledging what 

we can see simply by reading the newspapers.” 

 

This side of the grave satan can stir things up and get people running this 

way and that. 

 

His power and influence however is only limited to here ---- we know there 

is more but we don’t act like it often enough --- we focus way too much on 

here and now to the detriment of our souls. 

 

Satan tries to get Jesus to bite --- focus primarily on the here and now ----- 

the way Adam did. 

 

But Jesus won’t. 

 

Jesus knows that all that satan has to offer is of this world. 

 

Jesus knows that satan is limited to this world and so He remains obedient to 

God ----- who rules over all realms. 

 

Satan wants Jesus to take the crown from him. 

    

Jesus knows the only way to the true crown from God is through the cross. 

 

It is far easier to follow satan than it is to follow Jesus. 

 

It would have been far easier for Jesus to simply give in to satan --- 

compromise --- get all the good feelings warm fuzzies and earthly rewards 

for a short time. 

 

But Jesus won’t ----- Jesus has His eyes set on obedience to God. 

 

“That which doesn’t kill us makes us stronger.” 

 

We’ve likely all heard this little phrase ---- what some people might even 

consider a little nugget of wisdom --- that is meant as encouragement to help 

us get through difficult times. 
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It’s a kind of secular mantra ---- “That which doesn’t kill us makes us 

stronger.” 

 

For many it’s helpful for others not so much --- you be the judge for yourself 

--- there are some here today who have found it helpful no doubt --- and 

others who question it --- maybe feeling that faith shouldn’t be difficult or 

challenging.  

 

What we do know from passages like we have before us today is that there is 

a spiritual depth that is made possible only as we face trial --- trouble --- 

temptation --- and testing. 

 

Even so --- being human --- being mostly run by feelings ---- most of us --- 

given the choice will not intentionally choose a path filled with difficulty --- 

even if it is more faithful ---- we will almost always simply ease into the 

path of least resistance. 

 

Yet the season of Lent invites us to embrace a far more intentional way of 

life. 

 

In the season of Lent for 40 days --- modeled after the 40 days in scripture 

today ----- we follow the example of Jesus who was ---- “…full of the Holy 

Spirit, left the Jordan and was led by the Spirit into the wilderness, where for 

forty days he was tempted by the devil.” 

 

Notice the Spirit doesn’t just drop Him off in the wilderness to fend for 

Himself. 

 

Instead the Spirit remains with Him. 

 

In the Gospel today we clearly see that Jesus’ faithful obedience to God 

amid temptation or testing ----- the Greek word here can mean tempt or test -

-- in the midst of tempting and testing Jesus knows that abstinence for what 

He might want to do and obedience to God ------ is necessary preparation for 

the rest of His life ---His ministry. 

 

Just being chosen and anointed was not enough --- He also needed to be 

tested. 

 

Juts being chosen and anointed wasn’t enough he also needed to be obedient. 
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And it is exactly the same for us --- we too have to be led to places of hunger 

and despair --- tested ---- for it is only there that we will ever learn 

dependence on God ----- obedience --- and of course God always graciously 

provides for all our needs in all of life’s seasons --- all of life’s ups and 

downs. 

 

In Luke’s Gospel today ---- the devil comes with all guns a blazing. 

 

He’s got a quiver full of arrows ---- food --- physical needs and pleasures ---

----- power and influence ---- the desire for proof from God --- signs from 

God to prove God’s power influence and concern. 

 

And Jesus refuses them all preferring instead to trust God’s Word --- and 

God’s Word alone. 

 

In a sense this passage is far more about the responses Jesus gives to the 

temptations than to the temptations themselves. 

 

Jesus’ responses demonstrate His faithfulness to God --- a kind of setting of 

the stage for His whole ministry ---- and sacrificial service to God’s will. 

 

Jesus’ responses are not weak or misguided ---- confused or lacking 

understanding ---- He knows full well that obedience to God will bring 

persecution --- misunderstanding --- and ultimately the cross. 

 

Many of Jesus’ followers want Jesus to lash out and free Israel with power 

and might ---- and have an earthly kingdom marked by honour and human 

glory and accolades --- and puffed up pride --- look at me I’m special. 

 

Jesus doesn’t concern Himself with being liked or recognized --- He will not 

compromise ---- we don’t learn about the concept of compromise anywhere 

in the Bible. 

 

Jesus knows that to say yes to the world ---- would require Him to say no to 

God. 
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And Jesus is tempted again near the end of His earthly ministry --- as He 

prepares for His betrayal and crucifixion. 

 

His faithfulness to God’s will is embraced in His end of life temptation just 

as it is in His early life ---- and near the end it is in His persevering prayer in 

the garden of Gethsemane. 

 

In contrast to Jesus the disciples --- like Adam --- like Israel --- like most of 

us ----- fail in the trials and the testing. 

 

Jesus even warns them ---- “pray that you may not fall into temptation” --- 

see Luke 22 verse 40 --- “pray that you may not fall into temptation” ----- 

Jesus knows if we are tempted we will almost always fall to it --- we think 

we don’t but we are wrong we do fall to temptation almost every time. 

 

And much more was at stake than just practicing a spiritual discipline --- 

prayer --- here. 

 

Faithfulness to their calling --- involved persecution ---- suffering ---- maybe 

even death --- as it did for Jesus. 

 

It was --- and is a difficult path --- following Jesus ---- we think a little 

discomfort or dissatisfaction in life is hard --- think of the first followers --- 

man they had a tough go. 

 

Maybe in our own struggles ---- we find ourselves tested beyond our own 

strength ---- sometimes we have a tough go too. 

 

The Good News is ---- the one who was tempted in the wilderness ---- the 

one who was hungry --- and tired ----- the one who was betrayed ---- 

mocked --- beaten --- crucified ---- He’s the one who strengthens us in our 

weakness --- He’s the one who conquers evil on our behalf --- because left to 

ourselves we will fail every single ---- every single time ----- satan will over 

power us every single time if we don’t have Christ --- and if we don’t 

believe that we’re fooling ourselves ---- and if we don’t believe that than 

why did Christ even have to come in the first place  ---- if we can do it 

ourselves? 

 

There is no doubt that there is a power of evil over human power --- an evil 

power so great that human effort cannot undo it. 
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And there is also no doubt that Jesus is the only one that can overcome this 

power. 

 

If we could do it ourselves we wouldn’t need Jesus. 

 

But we can’t overpower evil on our own we need Him --- and only Him. 

 

This passage reminds us the he who has up until that point in history been 

able to conquer the human race --- satan --- the devil --- evil personified -----

----- couldn’t any longer --- because a human was sent ---- who couldn’t be 

conquered. 

 

And not only this --- not only does Jesus show satan that though He --- Jesus 

is human and cannot be conquered ---- Jesus also shows all other humans 

how they too can conquer satan --- by turning to Jesus Himself. 

 

It must have been a horrible sad and frustrating time for satan. 

 

Up until that time he was able to have his way with every single human 

being that ever walked the earth ---- and with relative ease really. 

 

And then suddenly Jesus comes and puts him in his place. 

 

And not only does Jesus resist him by remaining obedient to God --- but 

Jesus says everyone can choose to put him --- satan ---- in his place --- just 

as He first did. 

 

If we rely on Jesus and follow Him instead of trying to do it ourselves --- we 

put satan in his little tiny resting place of little power in any kind of lasting 

way just as Jesus did. 

 

The one who was tempted in the wilderness ---- the one who prevailed in the 

wilderness ---- Jesus ----- strengthens us in our weakness ---- helps us to 

prevail in our weakness ----- that’s the Good News of the Gospel today. 

 

The one who no one had never been defeated or even resisted before --- is 

resisted and beaten today in the Gospel --- that is the Good News. 
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We don’t have to fall prey to satan anymore thanks to Jesus Christ --- that’s 

the Good News. 

 

It’s become kind of fashionable to give up something for Lent. 

 

Give up chocolate --- or sweets --- or coffee ---- or something like that. 

 

And it can be incredibly fruitful for many to do just this. 

 

We do well to remember that that our trial is minor compared to that of 

Christ. 

 

The purpose of Lenten discipline is not merely to experience a modicum of 

Christ’s temptation and pain ----- but to cultivate the intentionality and 

receptiveness to God’s grace that enables us to experience and give way to 

God in humble obedience and submission like Christ did. 

 

With this intentionality and openness we can gain the spiritual depth to be 

faithful to the mystery of God with us ---- even in unexpected trials and 

temptations. 

 

It’s not that Jesus asked or sought out difficulty --- trials --- temptations --- 

its that He was mature enough to accept that it could not be avoided --- He 

knew that challenges simply came with the territory of doing God’s will. 

 

Jesus’ season of testing was not for a day or two --- it wasn’t a mere luxury 

that He could choose to do without. 

 

His time of temptation reminds us that we just may have to faithfully endure 

seasons --- long seasons of protracted difficulty.   

 

Jesus’ intentionality and receptivity --- not just acceptance --- but receptivity 

to God’s grace show us the way that we are to trust God ---- and turn to Him 

even in the midst of discomfort and challenge --- trials and temptations. 

 

If we choose the Lenten struggle to be intentional and receptive to the grace 

of God --- we will encounter a faithful God who leads us not only into the 

wilderness but also through the wilderness. 
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The purpose of Lenten discipline is not merely to experience a modicum of 

Christ’s temptation and pain ----- but to cultivate the intentionality and 

receptiveness to God’s grace that enables us to experience and give way to 

God in humble obedience and submission like Christ did. 

 

To God be the glory Amen. 

 

Amen. 


